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reigning at the same time) did not take place until the
year 1184 of onr era, and that the use of separate Nen-go,
or epochs, by the second monarch obtained but for a short
time, viz., from a.d. 1338 to 1390, after which the epochs
are the same for both,
I have now to call your attention to the table which
forms more particularly the subject of this paper. I need
scarcely remind you that the Chinese and Japanese coins
have on what may be called the obverse four characters,
two of which, generally the upper and lower ones, are the
epochal characters. The table, as it occurs in the work,
is arranged in the following manner. The first or upper
words of the epochal characters are distinguished from the
second or lower ones by being printed in white upon a black
ground, while the latter are printed in the usual manner.
In the remarks and explanations by me which follow, I
distinguish the upper characters of the epoch, as they
occur on the coins and elsewhere, by the term ce primary,"
and the lower ones by the term " secondary." This is
done to prevent confusion. Beneath each of the primary
characters are given the several secondary characters,
which are combined with it to form the Nen-go. Thus,
under the first of these primary characters in the table
(Teen Chinese, Ten Japanese), we find twenty-six of the
secondary characters, each of which has a reference to the
leaf in the chronological part of the work, in which the
combination is to be found, and thus the date and the
monarch by whom the coin was struck are readily ascer-
tained. I must also remark that the secondary characters
of the Nen-go of the second monarchs are inscribed
within a circle, so that there is no difficulty in appropriating
these also to their respective princes.
In preparing this table for use, I have thought it neces-

